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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, June 16, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWN5 547 ½  +2 6188 21859 -1752 Basis MWN: +35/+70 +50/+60 +200 +500/+525 

MWU5 556 ½  +2 ¼  6056 20360 +604 Info:  bid/singles singles singles nom/singles 

MWZ5 568 ¾  +1 ¾  2968 15522 +404 Change: no comp dn 5 unch/up 10 unch/up 25 

MWH6 581 ¾  +1 ¼  207 6806 +7 Mpls Truck:  -25 +25 +50 

MWK6 590 ¾  +1 ½  26 1769 +49 Portland June-MWN July-MWN Aug-MWU Sep-MWU 

MWN6 597 ½  + ¼  25 1257 +30 14%proBasis  +175/+200 +140/155 +130/+150 +130/+140 

Totals:   15,470 67,774 -658  up 25/up 25 unch/unch up 5/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,287 Options: 12 

Receipts on the Floor:   
87 cars and 1 train 

Implied vols: lower 
N: 25%, U: 25, Z: 24% 

HRS basis was mixed in the spot market and posted higher in the 
PNW on paper short-covering. There are 522 outstanding warehouse 
receipts from MWK deliveries.  

Commentary: 
Wheat closed little changed from a flat price perspective despite an impressive rally in corn and 
soybeans. Chicago settled about unchanged, KC down a couple, and Minneapolis up a couple. Tropical 
Storm Bill has made landfall on the Texas Gulf and will dump heavy rains throughout the Midwest as it 
tracks north and east along eastern HRW areas and into MO, IL, IN, and OH. Concerns over ponding, 
nitrogen depletion, and unplanted soybean acres triggered short-covering and bottom-picking in corn 
and soybeans. In wheat, calendar and intermarket spread trade was very active across the wheat 
contracts despite the lack of a strong flat price conviction.  
 
Both KC and Chicago N/U spreads popped higher today as crop progress revealed harvest was not as 
far along as trade expectations. Also, heavy rains will significantly delay harvest, making deliveries 
against the N contracts unlikely. The storm track has shifted east so quality concerns have shifted 
primarily to SRW from HRW.  With significant percentages of the SRW carry-in from last year not 
making a #2 grade and therefore not deliverable, quality is key to the cash trade in this year’s harvest. 
The extent of damage from the rain forecast for this weekend will largely depend on exactly how mature 
the wheat is with ripe wheat at the most risk. Southern SRW quality so far has come in largely better 
than expected but OH will be critical to the delivery market. A good quality crop will be necessary to 
normalize premiums and blend the carry-in bushels. Weekly stocks showed SRW delivery stocks up 
over 2 million bushels in MS River locations, explaining the big break in basis last week, but Toledo and 
Chicago stocks were down a combined million bushels. HRW deliverable stocks were down 700,000 
from last week. KN/WN slipped another couple cents down to a low of 17 ½ as quality risk premium 
shifts to SRW with the storm track. The low here is 15 and we advise covering shorts here as this trade 
is too crowded.  
 
Minneapolis saw huge roll volume today as N/U made a new move high trading -8 ½ carry. There was 
also a huge program buying MU vs KU and bullspreading MW U/Z. Volumes were massive at over 
3500 N/U, over 1200 U/Z, and over 1200 N/Z. N-Z spreads have been tightening here as short open 
interest rolls forward, and N/Z is a popular choice at these carries. The presence of a gross managed 
money short in MW has strengthened the N roll but funds are still net long overall and we expect the 
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trade to get more two-sided after open interest liquidates further. With 500 receipts on the street and 
cash below futures, commercial interest in stopping the board is unlikely unless the spread trades back 
to storage. Expect N/U to trade back toward storage after option expiration. The MU/KU program today 
supported MW values and further pressured KC. Momentum is up and today’s buying pushed MW-KW 
up to the upper end of the trading range. We feel this is getting overbought and past value, despite 
impending harvest activity in KS. It just feels like there are too many shorts in KC waiting for harvest for 
everyone to get paid on it. Meanwhile, spring wheat fundamentals continue to be very negative with a 
wetter pattern in Canada, poor export demand, very weak basis, fantastic new crop conditions, and an 
impending increase in planted acres at the end of the month. The Canadian prairies are due for 
widespread rains of 0.50”-1.00” enough to keep the wheat happy but still below 1.00”-1.50” normal. 
Seasonally, this isn’t the time to be short MW-W or MW-KW but barring a large flat price break in 
futures values, there just isn’t a compelling argument to want to own spring wheat. Perhaps the best 
argument has been concerns over a very low protein KS crop, but early harvest cuts have reduced 
those fears and millers say they just aren’t concerned due to the high average protein of last year’s 
HRW that we are carrying in.  
 
The corn and bean rally is interesting here. Further strength should support wheat prices.  
 
 
–Austin Damiani 


